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	Apple Training Series : Mac OS X System Administration Reference, Volume 1 (Apple Training), 9780321369840 (032136984X), Peachpit Press, 2005
This comprehensive, technical reference guide provides in-depth information on Apple technical architecture. It will teach the reader how to install and configure machines; architect and maintain networks; enable, customize, tune and troubleshoot a wide range of services; and integrate Mac OS X, Mac OS X Server, and other Apple technologies within a networked environment. The book covers myriad system administration topics from Directory Services integration to Tiger Server deployment, Xsan administration, accountmanagement best practices, security best practices, and more. Following the learning objectives of the Apple Certified System Administrator exam, this book is a perfect supplement to Apple's own training class and a in-depth technical reference for existing system administrators and engineers.

Apple Training Series books emphasize hands-on training. The lessons contained within this book are designed to prepare system administrators for the tasks demanded of them by managing, merging, and editing directories, securing the network and systems, and troubleshooting networks and file services. To become truly proficient, you need to learn the theory behind each of these topics.
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Computational Intelligence: Theories, Applications and Future Directions - Volume II: ICCI-2017 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing (799))Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents selected proceedings of ICCI-2017, discussing theories, applications and future directions in the field of computational intelligence (CI). ICCI-2017 brought together international researchers presenting innovative work on self-adaptive systems and methods. This volume covers the current state of the field and...



		

Camel in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Apache Camel is a Java framework that lets you implement the standard enterprise integration patterns in a few lines of code. With a concise but sophisticated DSL you snap integration logic into your app, Lego-style, using Java, XML, or Scala. Camel supports over 80 common transports such as HTTP, REST, JMS, and Web Services.
...


		

Rake Task Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deploy, test, and build software to solve real-world automation challenges using Rake


	Overview

	
		Solve real-world automation challenges with human readable code.
	
		Build or deploy an application package quickly.
	
		Easy-to-follow instructions to speed up tasks and manage them...






	

Fundamentals of Signals and Systems (Electrical and Computer Engineering; Book & CD-ROM)Da Vinci Engineering Press, 2005
This book is a self-contained introduction to the theory of signals and systems, which lies at the basis of many areas of electrical and computer engineering. In the seventy short lectures formatted to facilitate self-learning and to provide easy reference, the book covers such topics as linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, the Fourier transform,...

		

Computer-Assisted Language Learning: Concepts, Contexts and Practices (Apacall Book)Iuniverse Inc, 2004

	The APACALL Book Series covers a wide range of issues in computer-assisted language learning (CALL) and offers opportunities for CALL researchers and practitioners to engage in research and discussion on their areas of interest.This book explores various facets of CALL and presents the findings of recent work in CALL that are of direct relevance...

		

Making Creativity Practical: Innovation That Gets Results (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
Creative solutions can be challenged and defended in the pursuit of profitability. But first, creativity must be demystified. A process that targets innovation provides leaders with just such a problem-solving approach. The goal is to produce high-quality ideas that are appropriate to the task—which means groups and organizations can...
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